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A collection of characters threaten to cross paths, unknowingly, during a night in the big city. The
film focuses on two hit men (Reynolds and Forsythe) who are bound to collide with Cates, a beautiful
prostitute. I bought this DVD for $5.99... A Big Mac meal would have been more satisfying, and I'd
have change coming. Much too dark... Although the trailer on the DVD looked like it was timed right.
For some reason, and it seems to be a recurring theme here in the comments section, 80% of this
movie is almost black. The story was a Pulp Fiction-esque wanna be, missing that all important
"story" element. These characters are flat and manufactured with no real goal. Or if they had a goal,
it wasn't shared with the audience. The tie in at the end was too "hand of god." I know that movies
need convenience as a device, but this was just too coincidental. Not that these characters were
destined to come together, but the scene that was written solely for the purpose of coming together.
"Hey, look at me, I'm Tarantino!" says the director. "No, you're not," says the box office. This is a
movie for anyone bored with mainstream, Hollywood fare. It is a well acted black comedy that
follows three groups of people over one night. Burt Reynolds and William Forsythe are excellent in
the principal roles, though good performances can be seen throughout the film. Overall, highly
recommended. 7cb1d79195 
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